The Universe was created by THE MOTHER. To experience that vastness in all its splendor the Divine Feminine wanted to witness and enjoy Herself. We are that eternal, individual cells of the Goddess who have, since starting as organisms in the Ocean, been experiencing Her. All humans (and other species), through countless rebirths, are evolving into Her. The Devi is experiencing and enjoying all forms of Herself. You are the (eternal) Devi. You are the (eternal) Brahman. You are the (eternal) Observer. You are the (eternal) Consciousness. Period!

(February 5, 2019, Tuesday, 12.10 p.m.)

Shivali: Dear Jagbir I have few more questions
1. If we start from zero how to understand particle wave resurrection.

November 5, 2020.

Shivali, I already had started on an answer day before yesterday. This is my unfinished response:

Mother Earth is the chrysalis for the awakened to evolve in the Age that has Come. The soul is the resurrected Monarch that flies into the Mexican Universe. (October 25, 2020)

Shivali, if you had asked me that question last year I would have told you “I have no idea what you are talking about.” I am talking about 25 years of collecting irrefutable evidence of the Resurrection at www.adishakti.org. I am talking about 25 years of examining the Torah, Bible, Quran, Granth Sahib, Puranas, Upanishads, Gitas, and other scriptures concerning THE MOTHER and the Resurrection.

Yes, I would have told you: “I have no idea what you are talking about because the Resurrection is feeling the Cool Breeze of the Holy Spirit.” I would have given you links to confirm the Resurrection at www.adishakti.org. I would have assured you that the kaffirs of the Kaaba have been challenged to deny their own Quran.

But Cool Breeze is no science and no big deal for those who experienced it. For Jews, Christians and Muslims the Cool Breeze of the Resurrection is fake news of the End Times. For Hindus, Sikhs, and Buddhists it is fake news of their rival gods.

The Cool Breeze of the Resurrection is (goodnight break)

Then yesterday morning I linked February 5, 2019 to National Geography. That was the day I began my journey into Quantum Mechanics. After that day, the scientific pieces of the Resurrection puzzle started falling into place. You may say ‘I was reborn again’ last year after being ‘born again’ in 1993. I even noted the time of that awakening as it was a profound experience.

I told Sunshine that finally the Resurrection and Kingdom of God make scientific sense. There was absolutely no way any religion could touch, much less bend, a single hair of the Divine Mother. How many priests, pandits, gianis, monks, gurus, ammas, mullahs, and rabbis explain about their experiences?
Fathers in scientific terms. In terms of Quantum Mechanics, Observer, Universe, and Consciousness. Total annihilation of the patriarchy!

Finally, among other things, the Resurrection began to make much sense i.e., after 25 years! Existence began to make scientific sense. Evolution began to make scientific sense. Eternity began to make scientific sense. Jesus began to make scientific sense.

Above all, THE MOTHER began to make scientific sense.

And Shivali has asked: "If we start from zero how to understand particle wave resurrection." It would have been the same if she asked: "If we start from zero how to understand Jesus' resurrection?" Or "If we start from zero how to understand a physical-supernatural resurrection?"

I will add: "If Hindus start from zero how to understand particle wave moksa?"; or "If Sikhs start from zero how to understand Resurrection mukti?"; or "If Muslims start from zero how to understand particle wave Qiyamah?"; or "If Jews start from zero how to understand the Resurrection Messiah?"

If you are religious the chances are almost zero. Dishonest disbelief is a disease rampant amongst Hindus, Jains, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jews, Christians, and Muslims. There is almost no chance of understanding the moksa of THE MOTHER unless you have ears that hear.

But how can that be possible? How is it that ordinary humans have ears that do not hear? Jesus is talking some strange stuff here, to say the least.

Few realize that Jesus is talking about two Ages, the one he appeared and the Age to Come. In between these two Ages there is nothing because the Savior will only 'talk' in the future through the Comforter in the Age to Come. How is it possible that there were ears that did not hear? We are talking about public programs, pujas, and audio-video recordings of the Comforter reminding the world about Jesus.

But tens of thousands of SYs could not hear Shri Mataji talking about the Resurrection, despite almost 4000 lectures from 1970-2011. We are talking about thousands of taped recordings sold every year. Almost all talked about Jesus, the Resurrection, and Last Judgment. (I kept hearing it tape after tape at every puja, meeting, meditation center.)

Let me tell why ears of Hindus, Jains, Sikhs, and Buddhists will not hear the Resurrection. Jesus was never mentioned in their scriptures. Neither did they hear the Devi promising to return. Nor did their pandits.

Let me tell you why ears of Jews, Christians, and Muslims will not hear the Resurrection. They have never heard of the Messiah, Paraclete, or Ruh appearing after the creation of Israel and the return of the Jewish diaspora before the Last Judgment. Neither did their pastors, priests, rabbis, mullahs, muftis, imams.

I have been experiencing the Resurrection for more than 25 years now. Yes, the Resurrection is an experience of the Cool Breeze, the pouring of the Spirit on all flesh.

Then on February 5, 2019 at 12.10 p.m. came that awakening to Quantum Mechanics. In other words, even though I had no idea what QM was, that awakening is in hindsight, QM. Another way of putting it would be that I was awakened to QM by this:

The Universe was created by THE MOTHER. To experience that vastness in all its splendor the Divine Feminine wanted to witness and enjoy Herself. We are that eternal, individual cells of the Goddess who have, since starting as organisms in the Ocean, been experiencing Her. All humans (and other species), through countless rebirths, are evolving into Her. The Devi is experiencing and enjoying all forms of Herself. You are the (eternal) Devi. You are the (eternal) Brahman. You are the (eternal) Observer. You are the (eternal) Consciousness. Period!  

(February 5, 2019, Tuesday, 12.10 p.m.)
Today the Resurrection of THE MOTHER is like a dalit oasis in the kaffir deserts of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. (November 6, 2020)

Shavali has asked: "If we start from zero how to understand particle wave resurrection."

This is what Jesus realized 2000 years ago:

"I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now. There are things that Jesus' followers cannot bear. (The verb is bastazein, which means to carry a burden; there was truth which exceeded the disciples' capacity, and Jesus will say no more now than his hearers can hold.) The comment about the limitation of the disciples in a now-time is made from the advantage of the then-time, when Jesus followers can sustain a greater weight of truth." (Stevick 2011, 257)

Shivali, the present “then-time” of Jesus will be understood through science—National Geography, Scientific American, Psychology Today, Discover, Sky & Scope, Archaeology, The New England Journal of Medicine, …, …, …, …,—and THE MOTHER.

The Resurrection awakens you to the fact that THE MOTHER is both the UNIVERSE and Your-SELF—the Observer, Consciousness, Devi, Comforter.* THE MOTHER can only be understood through Quantum Mechanics.

So, my answer to your question Shivali: Ground zero is THE MOTHER Earth.

may all be able to “sustain a greater weight of truth”,

jagbir

* Jesus promised that the Comforter/Holy Spirit will be a human personality who will teach, didasko (John 14:26), remind, hypomimnesko (14:26), testify, martyro (15:26), prove wrong, elencho (16:8), guide into all the truth, hodego (16:13), speak, laleo (16:13) and declare, anangello (16:13, 14, 15) the full and complete message of Jesus to those who receive (lambano), see (theoreo), and know (ginosko) Her.

"Because I have said now, 'I am the Holy Ghost', everybody seems to be over happy, and joyous. I have told you whatever was needed for your counselling. I have taught you how to redeem others, and comfort them. You know everything. Now just become masters in this art, forgetting your past. You are all great people, all of you. Declare to all the nations now that I am the Holy Ghost and I have come for this special time, that this is the Resurrection Time."

THE MOTHER: Messiah-Paraclete-Ruh-Devi